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INTRODUCTION

More often than not, the need for 
collaboration extends beyond the 
boundaries of a single organization. 

Depending on their business needs, companies may need 
to communicate with partners, follow up with suppliers, 
and reach out to customers. With features such as file 
sharing, simultaneous co-authoring, and automatically 
saving everyone’s changes, Microsoft Teams already caters 
to many of them. 

At the Ignite 2021 conference, they announced shared 
channels, a new way to streamline cross-organizational 
collaboration in Microsoft Teams. 

Shared channels create collaboration spaces where you 
can invite people who are not in the team. While guests 
can’t be added to a shared channel, you can invite 
people outside your organization to participate in a 
shared channel by using Azure AD B2B direct connect. 
For that reason, tenant switching is no longer required. 

https://myignite.microsoft.com/sessions/cfcdfdfa-7401-414d-ab61-4e834281e7ae
https://www.syskit.com/resources/webinars/microsoft-teams-shared-channels/
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If you are not sure how to utilize its full potential, you’ve 
come to the right place. 

This guide will provide you with a brief overview of what 
shared channels are, present their benefits for internal and 
external user collaboration, and explain how to set them 
up in your environment. It will provide demos of their 
most notable capabilities and demonstrate their value for 
your business. 
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WHAT ARE SHARED 
CHANNELS?

The term “channel” refers to a location 
inside a team where members can 
work together. A channel gets created 
as soon as you’ve created a team, 
since teams cannot exist without an 
accompanying channel. 

Before shared channels, we distinguished between two 

channel types: standard and private channels. The main 

difference between them revolves around permissions.  

Most channels are standard channels. They inherit 
permissions from the parent team. Any team member always 

has access to its standard channels, including content, 

conversations, and apps. If you need to collaborate with 

a smaller subset of people within the team, you’ll create a 

private channel. Any team owner or member can create 

them and add members. Your admin can change this 

permission and limit private channel creation to certain roles. 
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Shared channels allow us to form collaborative spaces 
around a topic or collective purpose with people inside 
and outside your team or organization. Only team owners 
can create them, and only shared channel owners can 
add members or share the channel with a team. 

Shared channels are equally useful for external and internal 
sharing, with individual users and entire teams alike: 

1. Share with people 
In-tenant members 
External AAD tenant members 

 
2. Share with the team 

In-tenant teams 
External AAD tenant teams

https://www.syskit.com/blog/what-are-microsoft-teams-shared-channels/
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Seamless collaboration 
experience
Let’s, for example, say we’re working on a project with 
an external vendor. For us to communicate, we don’t 
necessarily need to invite their entire team into our tenant. 
This would lead to unnecessary team proliferation. 

Instead, we can invite selected external parties directly 
into the shared channel and collaborate there. Best part? 
Tenant switching is no longer required. 

All shared channel users benefit from the following 
channel experience: 

Share and co-author files 
Meet with your team directly from the channel 
Collaborate on apps in real-time 
Partner with as many organizations as you need 
Rich API for building apps 
Built on M365 advanced security & compliance 
capabilities  

 
The screenshots below show a seamless collaboration 
experience between two different tenants, and real-time 
collaboration on documents. 
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Subsequently, they solve the following collaboration 
challenges: 

No tenant switching 
Avoiding over proliferation 
Addressing team proliferation 
Automatic member management 
Scaling easily 

How to set up shared channels
The first step to creating a shared channel is configuring 
Microsoft Teams Public Preview for host and invitee 
tenants. Whoever creates the team is the host, but the 
invitees also need to have this enabled in their tenant to 
be able to participate. 

When you click on Update policies in the admin center, 
make sure that the Create shared channels toggle is on. 
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The configuration settings 
can be segmented further 
down, depending on 
individual users that need to 
be given access rights. 
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How to create a shared channel 
1. To create a new shared channel, go to the team you 
want to create the shared channel for and select More 
options > Add channel.  

2. Enter a name and description for your channel. 
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3. Go to Privacy, and you’ll see a new option, Shared - 
People you choose from your org or other orgs have 
access. Select Create. 

4. Type the names of the people in your org you want 
to add to the channel and select from the list. To add 
people outside your org, type their email addresses and 
select them from the list. Then select Share. 
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5. To change a Member to an Owner, select the down 
arrow to the right of Member, and choose Owner. Then 
select Done.

When sharing with a team, you’re sending the invite to the 
team owner who accepts the invite on behalf of the team. 
The same goes for sharing with a team that you own. 
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B2B DIRECT CONNECT VS. 
B2B COLLABORATION

What is the difference?
Standard and private channels are built upon an identity 
structure known as Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) 
B2B collaboration. It is a feature within External Identities 
that lets you invite guest users to collaborate with your 
organization. It allows you to work safely and securely with 
external partners, large or small, even if they don’t have 
Azure AD or an IT department. 

The introduction of shared channels marked the 
appearance of an entirely new identity construct called 
Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) B2B direct connect. It 
lets you set up a mutual trust relationship with another 
Azure AD organization for seamless collaboration.  

With B2B direct connect, users from both organizations 
can work together using their home credentials and a 
shared channel in Teams, without having to be added 
to each other’s organizations as guests. You can share 
resources with external Azure AD organizations or across 
multiple Azure AD tenants within your own organization. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/what-is-b2b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/what-is-b2b
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/b2b-direct-connect-overview
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The difference between the two identity constructs 
essentially boils down to the terms “guest users” and 
“external users”. Shared channels thus do not allow guest 
access as a part of it. Still, the appearance of shared 
channels doesn’t mean that guest users will cease to exist. 
The two notions of external user membership will not 
overlap, but rather complement one another. B2B direct 
connect will allow the entry of external and internal users 
in shared channels, while B2B collaboration guests will 
continue to collaborate in other channel types. 
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Establishing trust between 
tenants
As previously stated, B2B direct connect works by establishing 
mutual trust between two tenants. Once the trust has been 
established, you can set boundaries and restrict user access 
by stating who can do what inside your tenant. 

For B2B direct connect to work, both organizations must 
allow access to and from the other organization. 

The resource tenant will serve as a benchmark for the 
establishment of collaboration policies. Wherever a shared 
channel was originally established will determine whose 
rules are followed.  
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Guest users vs. external users
B2B collaboration brings guest accounts into your directory 
whenever a file gets shared with them. The capability is 
powerful because it doesn’t exclude collaborators who are 
not Microsoft 365 users. 

With B2B direct connect, external users are using their own 
Azure AD identity to enter our environment. They can 
access the shared channel directly from their Teams client. 
External annotation is different from guest annotation and 
that’s how we know what type of user we’re dealing with. 

B2B Collaboration - Guests

Adds guest account to directory

Guests in Team have similar capabilities

Default external file sharing

Add guest to an entire Team/Group

Can use non-Azure AD accounts

Guest logs into your tenant (tenant switching)

B2B Direct Connect - No Guests

No guest account created

External participants access using their 
own Azure AD identity

Does not require tenant switching

Stay signed into their Teams client and 
access other tenants shared channels 
alongside their own

(External) annotation on user vs (Guest)
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The differences between the two identity constructs reflect 
how users are managed and how they access resources. 
Certain limitations are listed in the table below. 

Feature User 
(your organization)

Guest 
(Azure AD collaboration)

External participant 
(Azure AD direct connect)

Teams acces Y Y N

Shared channel access Y N Y

Permissions through file 
sharing links

Y Y N

Use shared channels Y N Y

Use private channels Y Y N

Account in your directory Y Y N

Access reviews Y Y Y
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SETTING UP B2B DIRECT 
CONNECT

How to configure your B2B 
direct connect
Before we start collaborating externally and establishing 
trust with other tenants, we need to enable it in our B2B 
direct connect settings. 

By default, outbound B2B direct connect is blocked for 
your entire tenant. Inbound B2B direct connect is enabled 
inside your organization. 

To configure your B2B direct connect, start from External 
identities in Azure AD. If you haven’t created any 
organization-specific customized settings, default cross-
tenant access settings will apply to all external tenants. 
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To modify them, follow these steps: 

1. Sign in to the Azure portal using a Global Administrator 
or Security administrator account. 
Then open the Azure Active Directory service. 

2. Select External Identities, and then select 
Cross-tenant access settings. 

3. Select the Default settings tab and review the 
summary page. 

https://portal.azure.com/#home
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5. Modify the default settings by following the detailed steps 
in these sections: 

 Modify inbound access settings - Applies to users from 
 external tenants signing into your tenant 

 Modify outbound access settings - Applies to users in
 your tenant signing into external tenants 

4. To change the settings, select the Edit inbound 
defaults link or the Edit outbound defaults link.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/cross-tenant-access-settings-b2b-direct-connect#modify-inbound-access-settings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/external-identities/cross-tenant-access-settings-b2b-direct-connect#modify-outbound-access-settings
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Whether you’re configuring default settings or 
organization-specific settings, the steps for changing 
inbound and outbound cross-tenant access settings will be 
the same. 

There are granular control capabilities in B2B direct 
connect settings, which means that access can be allowed 
or blocked at the tenant, user, group, and app levels. 
For each user, we can determine what they are or aren’t 
permitted to do. 

If your Conditional Access policies require MFA, you 
will have to configure your trust settings to accept 
MFA claims from external organizations. This setting allows 
your Conditional Access policies to trust MFA claims from 
external organizations. 

During authentication, Azure AD will check a user’s 
credentials for a claim that the user has completed MFA. If 
not, an MFA challenge will be initiated in the user’s home 
tenant. The same trust claim is required for compliant 
devices and hybrid Azure AD joined devices. 
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How to add a domain

The last step to establishing trust between two domains is 
adding the domain to the External Identities in your Azure 
AD. Once you’ve done that, you’ll be able to join the shared 
channel in your collaborator’s tenant as an external user. 

1. To add a new company domain, go to Cross-tenant 
access settings > Organizational settings.

2. Select Add organization. On the Add organization 
pane, type the full domain name (or tenant ID) for the 
organization. 
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3. Select the organization in the search results, and then 
select Add. 

4. The organization appears in the Organizational 
settings list. At this point, all access settings for this 
organization are inherited from your default settings. 
To change the settings for this organization, select the 
Inherited from default link under the Inbound access or 
Outbound access column. 
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SHARED CHANNEL 
OWNERSHIP

Granular controls for Teams 
admins
Shared channels are enabled by default in Teams. Admins 
can choose if people can create shared channels, if they 
can share them with people outside their organization, 
and if they can participate in external shared channels by 
creating a channel policy. 

They can manage teams’ policies by going to Teams > 
Teams policies in the Microsoft Teams admin center. They 
can use the global (Org-wide default) policy or create 
and assign custom policies. Users in their organization will 
automatically get the global policy unless they create and 
assign a custom policy. 

Manage channel lifecycle: create on behalf of, update, delete 

Manage members: add/remove, promote/demote 

External Access: 1-1 Chat, calls, and meetings among 
cross-tenant users 

PowerShell & Graph API support 
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Empowered shared channel 
owners
Only team owners can create shared channels. Once 
the team owner creates one, a new permission 
model gets created, and the team owner becomes 
the channel owner. Once that’s been established, the 
channel becomes its own entity. 

Team owners can see the name and description 
of all shared channels in a team without being 
a member. They cannot add themselves as 
members, though, but need to be added. 
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Team owners can delete shared channels without 
being a member. 

Only team owners can accept Share with team invites. 

Team owners can terminate sharing relationships 
with shared channels from other teams. 

Deleted shared channels can be restored within 
30 days. 

Only in-tenant members can be shared channel 
owners. Channel owners also manage shared 
channel membership and lifecycle. Let’s observe 
other notes regarding ownership: 

Removing a member from the team does not 
remove them from shared channels if the channel 
was shared with them directly. 

The last owner of a shared channel cannot be 
removed from the team, as shared channels 
cannot be orphaned. 
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If a shared channel becomes ownerless (the user 
leaves the company), an existing in-tenant channel 
member is auto-promoted. 

Channel owners can override the default channel 
settings inherited from the team. 

Team owners vs. channel 
owners
There are different permission models concerning shared 
channel owners and members. The table below shows a 
full list of permissions across different types of users:

Action Team 
owner

Team 
member

Team 
guest

Shared channel 
owner

Shared channel 
member

Shared channel 
external 
participant

Create shared 
channel

Admin 
controlled

Admin and 
team owner 
controlled

No N/A No No

Delete shared 
channel

Yes No No Yes No No

Leave shared 
channel

N/A N/A N/A Yes unless they are 
the last owner

Yes Yes

Edit shared 
channel

No N/A N/A Yes No No

Restore 
deleted shared 
channel

Yes No No Yes No No

Add members No N/A N/A Yes No No

Edit settings No N/A N/A Yes No No

Manage tabs 
and apps

No N/A N/A Yes, apps must be 
installed for the team

Channel owner 
controlled

No
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Shared channel ownership 
demo
Now that we’ve covered different roles from the ownership 
perspective, let’s examine how ownerships are displayed in 
a team and its shared channel. 

We’ll first go to the team to which the channel belongs 
to and select Manage team. You’ll see the overall team, 
including owners, members, and guests. 

But if we go to Manage channel under the team’s shared 
channel, we’re going to see that it follows a different 
permission model from its team. Aside from the owners, 
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under Members we can see external users which have 
been added to the channel. We can see entire teams that 
have been included as well. 

Channel owners can change the members’ roles and user 
permissions. In channel Settings, they can determine what 
users can or cannot do or remove them altogether. 

Note: External users cannot be promoted to shared channel owners. 
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SHARED CHANNELS & 
SHAREPOINT

Just like with private channels, creating a 
shared channel creates a new SharePoint 
site. As previously shown, external users can 
access it easily via B2B direct connect. 

Link sharing is possible only with users who already belong 
to that channel and within the M365 tenant, but not with 
guest users. 

SPO capabilities are as follows: 

Custom template ID TEAMCHANNEL#0  

Updated SPO admin experience for managing channel 
sites 

No default channel folder in the document library 

External users can share the file with members of the 
channel 

Can’t manage permissions on shared channel SPO site 
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Starting a meeting in shared 
channels
Among other collaboration opportunities, shared channels 
support Meet now and Scheduled meetings. When starting 
them, take this into account: 

Channel members are not, by default, added as 
meeting participants (like standard channels). 

Only host tenant users will be able to start a Meet 
now or schedule a meeting. 

External members can join an ongoing Meet now 
meeting and join a scheduled meeting. 
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Apps in shared channels
Shared channels support multiple 3rd party apps, not just 
Microsoft’s. You can also build your own applications for 
shared channels. 

Shared channels support tabs and connectors  

Support for Bots, message extensions, and LOB Apps 
support in the works 

App SDK available in developer preview 

Apps must be installed in the team before they can be 
used in a shared channel 

Certain M365 group-connected apps such as Planner 
coming later 
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APIs updated for shared 
channels
New APIs support the finer-grained permissions scopes 
in shared channels. You can see the sharing details, learn 
who has access to what, and what teams are shared. 

Items in bold indicate new APIs for shared channels. 
Team.ReadBasic.All,  
ChannelMember.ReadWrite.All 
ChannelSettings.ReadWrite.All 

Graph API PowerShell Cmd*

POST teams/{team-id}/channels New-TeamChannel

Delete teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id} Remove-TeamChannel

GET teams/{team-id}/channels Get-TeamChannel

GET teams/{team-id}/incomingChannels Get-TeamChannel

GET teams/{team-id}/getAliChannels Get-TeamChannel

PATCH teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id} Set-TeamChannel

GET teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id} Get-TeamChannel

GET teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/sharedWithTeams TBD

GET teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/sharedWithTeams/{invitee-team-id} TBD

GET teams/{host-team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/sharedWithTeams/
{sharedwith-team-id}/allowedMembers TBD

DELETE teams/{host-team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/sharedWithTeams/
{invitee-team-id} TBD

GET teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/filesFolder TBD

POST /teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/members Add-TeamChannelUser

DELETE /team/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/members Remove-TeamChannelUser

GET teams/{team-id}/channels/{channel-id}/members Get-TeamChannelUser

GET users/{user-id}/joinedTeams Get-Team

GET me/teamwork/associatedTeams
GET users/{user-id}/associatedTeams TBD
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SHARED CHANNELS 
PERMISSION 
MANAGEMENT WITH 
SYSKIT POINT

With the integration of external users 
into your tenant, the question of 
controlling user access naturally comes 
to mind. We have seen that Teams 
provide information on user access and 
permissions, but its management requires 
additional work. Using PowerShell can 
be a complex, time-consuming, and 
error-prone process, and there is no 
bulk management option. 

SysKit Point, a management platform for Microsoft 365, 
provides full visibility of your M365 environment and 
helps you track user access to your inventory. In this quick 
demo, we’ll cover two SysKit Point use cases for M365 
visibility and external access in shared channels. 
  

https://www.syskit.com/products/point/
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How to check which teams 
have shared channels
1. From the home screen, go to Microsoft Teams & 
Groups. There you will see a list of your inventory. 

2. To see which of them have shared channels, mark the 
Shared Channels checkbox in the Column Chooser. The 
Shared Channel column will display which teams have 
shared channels and how many there are. 

As an alternative, you can simply change the View from 
All Groups to Teams with Shared Channels and filter 
them. From that view, you can drill down and see all the 
details about any team by clicking on it. You can see 
the Members of the team and a list of the Channels 
belonging to it. 
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To get even more details on the users in those shared 
channels, you can click on a channel and see a list of its 
internal and external members and teams. The Domain 
column shows which company a user comes from. 
  

In the tab on the left, you can see the Content in the 
channel, and check content activity by clicking on Explore. 
Selecting files and choosing File & Page Activities in the 
Go to Report section will show you who is accessing the 
files, uploading them, etc. 
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How to check external user 
access in shared channels
With SysKit Point, you can also check the access of all 
external users in a single location. 

1. From the home screen, go to Users. Filter by External 
Users. See all types of external users, including shared 
channel users. 

2. If you want to see to which channels they’re added, 
select those users and generate a User Access report in 
the Go To Report section. 
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3. Going back to the Users screen, you can select a user 
and check their activity to find out what they’re doing. 
  

Schedule a demo to see how SysKit Point can help you 
with your M365 management, including but not limited to 
shared channels. 
  

https://www.syskit.com/products/point/request-a-demo/
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SECURITY & COMPLIANCE 
IN SHARED CHANNELS 

The host tenant, where the shared channel is 
created, owns the channel’s data. When shared with 
another tenant, the host’s compliance policies 
apply. Similarly, when shared with another team, the 
hosting team’s sensitivity label will apply. 

eDiscovery – Channel messages in dedicated 
system mailbox, team eDiscovery search includes all 
associated SharePoint sites for channels in a team
 
Legal Hold – Only host tenant members can be 
put on legal hold 

Shared channels are built on the Microsoft 
365 hyper-scale, enterprise-grade cloud 
delivering advanced security and compliance 
capabilities. They support a rich set of 
Information Protection tools for host admins 
to manage and govern channel data.
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Information Barriers – Applies to host tenant 
members 

Retention & DLP – Policy applied on the team 
will apply to all shared channels in the team 

Monitoring & Auditing – Teams audit logs & 
AAD sign-in logs are available 

Access Reviews – Will include B2B Connect users 

Communication compliance – Supported on 
shared channels 
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THE LIMITATIONS OF 
SHARED CHANNELS
Aside from the numerous challenges they help us 
overcome, there are certain limitations to the usage of 
shared channels at this stage. The most notable ones 
include not supporting some apps for the time being and 
the lack of ability to convert existing channels to a shared 
channel. The full list is included below: 

Shared channels tabs do not support Stream, Planner, 
and Forms. 

LOB apps, bots, connectors, and message extensions 
are not supported for public preview. 

When you create a team from an existing team, shared 
channels in the existing team won’t be copied over. 

Notifications from shared channels are not included in 
missed activity emails. 

You can’t convert to a shared channel. If you want to 
create a new channel with existing content, you must 
create a new channel from scratch and migrate content 
manually. 
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Maximum... Value Notes
Members in a team 25,000 Includes all users in team 

and direct members in shared 
channels.

Shared channels per team 200 Hosted and shared with 
the team. (Includes deleted 
channels during their 30-day 
recovery window.)

Teams a channel can be 
shared with

50 Excluding parent team

Members in a shared channel 5,000 direct members, including 
up to 50 teams. (Each team the 
channel is shared with counts as 
one member for purposes of this 
limit.)

Real time updates are only 
available to 25,000 users at a 
time and only 25,000 users will 
apear in the channel list.
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CONCLUSION

In this guide, we’ve covered the ins and 
outs of shared channels, the eagerly 
awaited Microsoft Teams feature. As 
a new channel type with its own 
collaboration opportunities, it certainly 
brings a breath of fresh air to Microsoft 
Teams.  

To summarize, we’ve covered its most notable benefits: 

Built for seamless collaboration with internal and 
external partners. 

Governance, compliance, and management capabilities 
included. 

Sharing with external users is OFF by default, with 
controls for sharing with selected tenants. 

Host tenant and team policies apply to all channel 
members. 

No change to standard and private channel behavior. 
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If you’d prefer to see a video of all the demos, make sure 
to watch a recording of our shared channels webinar with 
Drew Madelung, Microsoft Office Apps & Services MVP.  

In case you need any help with your daily M365 
challenges, feel free to drop us a line.  

https://www.syskit.com/resources/webinars/microsoft-teams-shared-channels/
https://www.syskit.com/contact-us/
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